
Simplifying Legislation Increases Burden 

 

After years of talking and numerous reports on the level of regulation that businesses in the 

UK face, over the last few years it has become apparent that the Government is actually 

doing something to reduce the level of legislation that affects businesses in the UK. The 

introduction of the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 this month, 

while delivering on a the EU’s Unfair Commercial Practices Directive has been used to 

partially or wholly repeal provisions in 23 such laws. This follows the implementation of the 

Licensing Act 2003, which replaced 118 different pieces of legislation, and the Fire 

Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 which replaced over 70 pieces of fire safety law. 

 

So with three pieces of legislation, the Government has done away with 211 different 

regulations, laws and orders. Surely this must be a good thing.  

 

Not necessarily. There are two main reasons why this simplification has actually increased 

the regulatory burden on tourism operators. The first, quite simply, is that the number of 

pieces of legislation does not equate to the level of regulatory burden faced by an operator. 

With much of the new legislation, the actual requirements on operators have increased. 

Take for example the guesthouse operator who sells alcohol – instead of renewing a licence 

every three years at a cost of £30 with minimal paperwork, the Licensing Act requires the 

licence to be renewed yearly at up to 10 times the cost and three times the paperwork. While 

the legislation has decreased, the burden has risen. 

 

The second, and more insidious problem, is that there is a growing tendency for Government 

to move legislation from a position where it sets out what business owners are required to do 

in order to comply with the law, to a position where it only provides business operators with 

principles to adhere to and it is up to the courts to decide whether they are operating legally. 

The fire safety and consumer protection legislation are perfect examples of this. With both 

pieces of legislation, the certainty that operators seek from legislation has been removed 

and their actions are now to be judged on a case-by-case basis 

 

While this legislation is nice and simple for the Government – all the risk now lies with 

operators and how the courts will view their actions. And that is the biggest burden of all.  

 

 

 


